
Social Media Report Template

Executive Summary

What to Include: Provide a comprehensive yet concise recap of principal findings, insights, and 
suggested actions, offering readers an easily digestible review without getting lost in the details.

How to Do It:
• Highlight Major Insights: Extract pivotal findings and proposals that represent the core of the 

report.
• Add Visual Aids: Include graphics or charts to simplify complex insights.
• Refine for Clarity: Ensure succinctness and clarity to make it reader-friendly.

 Important: Complete this section last to cover all key insights and proposals 
 accurately.

Purpose of the Report

What to Include: Declare the intent behind the report, pinpointing its role in evaluating performance, 
specific campaigns, or briefing stakeholders.

How to Do It:
• Identify Audience: Determine the stakeholders’ wants as well as their unique informational needs.
• Establish Goals: Define clear aims tailored to cater to these needs.
• Synchronize With Business Objectives: Ensure insights contribute to overall business planning.

Goals

What to Include: Elaborate on SMART goals guiding the report to ensure clarity and focus.

How to Do It:
• Spot Focus Areas: Determine essential facets within your social media strategy.
• Associate Metrics: Link each focus area to quantifiable metrics.
• Assess Realism: Evaluate goal attainability concerning resources and challenges. 

Metrics

What to Include: Enumerate metrics and KPIs crucial for gauging performance and insights alignment 
with set goals.

How to Do It:
• Revisit Goals: Ensure metrics are aligned with predefined SMART goals.
• Classify Metrics: Categorize metrics for a well-rounded analysis.
• Evaluate Applicability and Usefulness: Confirm metrics’ relevance and contribution to decision-

making.



Data

What to Include: Detail the data procurement process, emphasizing the tools and analytics 
employed.

How to Do It:
• Identify Sources: List tools and platforms instrumental for data extraction.
• Create Collection Guidelines: Adopt a structured data collection approach.
• Quality Assurance: Verify data’s accuracy and pertinence.

Conclusions

What to Include: Offer an insightful analysis of data, highlighting achievements, trends, and areas for 
enhancement.

How to Do It:
• Data Examination: Utilize tools for an in-depth data dissection.
• Trend Spotting: Identify and note apparent patterns and trends.
• Performance Grading: Measure achievements against set goals.

Recommendations

What to Include: Convert data insights into actionable recommendations for future performance 
enhancement.

How to Do It:
• Insight Review: Re-examine conclusions to base recommendations on identified insights.
• Develop Suggestions: Propose practical, actionable steps for improvement.
• Feasibility Check: Assess whether each recommendation can be implemented.

Action Plan

What to Include: Draft a comprehensive plan detailing the execution steps for the recommendations, 
complete with timelines and expected results.

How to Do It:
• Dissect Recommendations: Break down recommendations into actionable tasks.
• Resource Allotment: Dedicate necessary resources for each task.
• Timeline Attachment: Set specific deadlines for task completion.

Final Touch

Reassess the drafted report, ensuring each section is detailed and offers a blend of insights and 
actions. 

Adapt the depth and complexity, bearing in mind the readers’ expertise and interest level, making the 
report a tailored, evolving tool that mirrors and aids in the attainment of organizational objectives 
over time.


